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Chapter 2
This chapter contrasts the evolution and creation models, and refutes faulty understandings of
both. A major point is the common practice of Teaching about Evolution and the Nature of
Science to call all change in organisms ‘evolution.’ This enables Teaching about Evolution to
claim that evolution is happening today. However, creationists have never disputed that
organisms change; the difference is the type of change. A key difference between the two
models is whether observed changes are the type to turn particles into people.
Evolution
Evolution, of the fish-to-philosopher type, requires that non-living chemicals organize
themselves into a self-reproducing organism. All types of life are alleged to have descended, by
natural, ongoing processes, from this ‘simple’ life form. For this to have worked, there must be
some process which can generate the genetic information in living things today. Chapter 9 on
‘Design’ shows how encyclopedic this information is.
So how do evolutionists propose that this information arose? The first self-reproducing
organism would have made copies of itself. Evolution also requires that the copying is not
always completely accurate—errors (mutations) occur. Any mutations which enable an
organism to leave more self-reproducing offspring will be passed on through the generations.
This ‘differential reproduction’ is called natural selection. In summary, evolutionists believe
that the source of new genetic information is mutations sorted by natural selection—the neoDarwinian theory.
Creation
In contrast, creationists, starting from the Bible, believe that God created different kinds of
organisms, which reproduced ‘after their kinds’ (Gen. 1:11–12, 21, 24–25). Each of these kinds
was created with a vast amount of information. There was enough variety in the information in
the original creatures so their descendants could adapt to a wide variety of environments.
All (sexually reproducing) organisms contain their genetic information in paired form. Each
offspring inherits half its genetic information from its mother, and half from its father. So there
are two genes at a given position (locus, plural loci) coding for a particular characteristic. An
organism can be heterozygous at a given locus, meaning it carries different forms (alleles) of
this gene. For example, one allele can code for blue eyes, while the other one can code for
brown eyes; or one can code for the A blood type and the other for the B type. Sometimes two
alleles have a combined effect, while at other times only one allele (called dominant) has any
effect on the organism, while the other does not (recessive). With humans, both the mother’s
and father’s halves have 100,000 genes, the information equivalent to a thousand 500-page

books (3 billion base pairs, as Teaching about Evolution correctly states on page 42). The
ardent neo-Darwinist Francisco Ayala points out that humans today have an ‘average
heterozygosity of 6.7 percent.’1 This means that for every thousand gene pairs coding for any
trait, 67 of the pairs have different alleles, meaning 6,700 heterozygous loci overall. Thus, any
single human could produce a vast number of different possible sperm or egg cells 26700 or
102017. The number of atoms in the whole known universe is ‘only’ 1080, extremely tiny by
comparison. So there is no problem for creationists explaining that the original created kinds
could each give rise to many different varieties. In fact, the original created kinds would have
had much more heterozygosity than their modern, more specialized descendants. No wonder
Ayala pointed out that most of the variation in populations arises from reshuffling of previously
existing genes, not from mutations. Many varieties can arise simply by two previously hidden
recessive alleles coming together. However, Ayala believes the genetic information came
ultimately from mutations, not creation. His belief is contrary to information theory, as shown
in chapter 9 on ‘Design.’
Deterioration from perfection
An important aspect of the creationist model is often overlooked, but it is essential for a proper
understanding of the issues. This aspect is the deterioration of a once-perfect creation.
Creationists believe this because the Bible states that the world was created perfect (Gen. 1:31),
and that death and deterioration came into the world because the first human couple sinned
(Gen. 3:19, Rom. 5:12, 8:20–22, 1 Cor. 15:21–22, 26).
As the previous chapter showed, all scientists interpret facts according to their assumptions.
From this premise of perfection followed by deterioration, it follows that mutations, as would
be expected from copying errors, destroyed some of the original genetic information. Many
evolutionists point to allegedly imperfect structures as ‘proof’ of evolution, although this is
really an argument against perfect design rather than for evolution. But many allegedly
imperfect structures can also be interpreted as a deterioration of once-perfect structures, for
example, eyes of blind creatures in caves. However, this fails to explain how sight could have
arisen in the first place.2
Adaptation and natural selection
Also, the once-perfect environments have deteriorated into harsher ones. Creatures adapted to
these new environments, and this adaptation took the form of weeding out some genetic
information. This is certainly natural selection—evolutionists don’t have a monopoly on this. In
fact, a creationist, Edward Blyth, thought of the concept 25 years before Darwin’s Origin of
Species was published. But unlike evolutionists, Blyth regarded it as a conservative process that
would remove defective organisms, thus conserving the health of the population as a whole.
Only when coupled with hypothetical information-gaining mutations could natural selection be
creative.
For example, the original dog/wolf kind probably had the information for a wide variety of fur
lengths. The first animals probably had medium-length fur. In the simplified example illustrated

below,3 a single gene pair is shown under each dog as coming in two possible forms. One form
of the gene (L) carries instructions for long fur, the other (S) for short fur.
In row 1, we start with medium-furred animals (LS) interbreeding. Each of the offspring of
these dogs can get one of either gene from each parent to make
up their two genes.
In row 2, we see that the resultant offspring can have either short
(SS), medium (LS) or long (LL) fur. Now imagine the climate
cooling drastically (as in the Ice Age). Only those with long fur
survive to give rise to the next generation (line 3). So from then
on, all the dogs will be a new, long-furred variety. Note that:
1. They are now adapted to their environment.
2. They are now more specialized than their ancestors on
row 1.
3. This has occurred through natural selection.
4. There have been no new genes added.
5. In fact, genes have been lost from the population—i.e., there has been a loss of genetic
information, the opposite of what microbe-to-man evolution needs in order to be credible.
6. Now the population is less able to adapt to future environmental changes—were the
climate to become hot, there is no genetic information for short fur, so the dogs would
probably overheat.
Another information-losing process occurs in sexually reproducing organisms—remember,
each organism inherits only half the information carried by each parent. For example, consider a
human couple with only one child, where the mother had the AB blood group (meaning that she
has both A and B alleles) and the father had the O blood group (both alleles are O and
recessive). So the child would have either AO or BO alleles, so either the A or the B allele must
be missing from the child’s genetic information. Thus, the child could not have the AB blood
group, but would have either the A or the B blood group respectively.4
A large population as a whole is less likely to lose established genes because there are usually
many copies of the genes of both parents (for example, in their siblings and cousins). But in a
small, isolated population, there is a good chance that information can be lost by random
sampling. This is called genetic drift. Since new mutant genes would start off in small numbers,
they are quite likely to be eliminated by genetic drift, even if they were beneficial.5
In an extreme case, where a single pregnant animal or a single pair is isolated, e.g., by being
blown or washed onto a desert island, it may lack a number of genes of the original population.
So when its descendants fill the island, this new population would be different from the old one,
with less information. This is called the founder effect.
Loss of information through mutations, natural selection, and genetic drift can sometimes result
in different small populations losing such different information that they will no longer

interbreed. For example, changes in song or color might result in birds no longer recognizing a
mate, so they no longer interbreed. Thus a new ‘species’ is formed.
The Flood
Another aspect of the creationist model is the Bible’s teaching in Genesis chapters 6 to 8 that
the whole world was flooded, and that a male and female of every kind of land vertebrate
(animals with biblical life in the Hebrew nephesh sense) were saved on Noah’s ark. A few
‘clean’ animals were represented by seven individuals (Gen. 7:2). The Bible also teaches that
this ark landed on the mountains of Ararat. From these assumptions, creationists conclude that
these kinds multiplied and their descendants spread out over the earth. ‘Founder effects’ would
have been common, so many ‘kinds’ would each have given rise to several of today’s ‘species.’
Contrasting the Models
Once biblical creation is properly understood, it is possible to analyze the ‘evidence’ for
‘evolution as a contemporary process’ presented by Teaching about Evolution on pages 16–19.
The three diagrams below should help:

Figure 1: The evolutionary ‘tree’ which postulates
that all today’s species are descended from the one
common ancestor (which itself evolved from nonliving chemicals). This is what evolution is really all
about.

Figure 2: The alleged creationist ‘lawn’ this
represents the caricature of creationism presented by
Teaching about Evolution—the Genesis ‘kinds’ were
the same as today’s species.

Figure 3: The true creationist ‘orchard’ diversity has
occurred with time within the original Genesis
‘kinds’ (creationists often call them baramin, from
Hebrew bara = create, and min = kind). Much of the
evidence of variation presented by Teaching about
Evolution refutes only the straw-man version of
creationism in Figure 2, but fits the true creationist
‘orchard’ model perfectly well.
The alleged evidence for evolution in action
This section will deal with some of the examples used by Teaching about Evolution, and show
that they fit the creationist model better.
Antibiotic and pesticide resistance
Teaching about Evolution claims on pages 16–17:
The continual evolution of human pathogens has come to pose one of the most serious health
problems facing human societies. Many strains of bacteria have become increasingly resistant to
antibiotics as natural selection has amplified resistant strains that arose through naturally
occurring genetic variation.
Similar episodes of rapid evolution are occurring in many different organisms. Rats have
developed resistance to the poison warfarin. Many hundreds of insect species and other
agricultural pests have evolved resistance to the pesticides used to combat them—even to
chemical defenses genetically engineered into plants.
However, what has this to do with the evolution of new kinds with new genetic information?
Precisely nothing. What has happened in many cases is that some bacteria already had the
genes for resistance to the antibiotics. In fact, some bacteria obtained by thawing sources which
had been frozen before man developed antibiotics have shown to be antibiotic-resistant. When
antibiotics are applied to a population of bacteria, those lacking resistance are killed, and any
genetic information they carry is eliminated. The survivors carry less information, but they are
all resistant. The same principle applies to rats and insects ‘evolving’ resistance to pesticides.
Again, the resistance was already there, and creatures without resistance are eliminated.
In other cases, antibiotic resistance is the result of a mutation, but in all known cases, this
mutation has destroyed information. It may seem surprising that destruction of information can
sometimes help. But one example is resistance to the antibiotic penicillin. Bacteria normally
produce an enzyme, penicillinase, which destroys penicillin. The amount of penicillinase is

controlled by a gene. There is normally enough produced to handle any penicillin encountered
in the wild, but the bacterium is overwhelmed by the amount given to patients. A mutation
disabling this controlling gene results in much more penicillinase being produced. This enables
the bacterium to resist the antibiotic. But normally, this mutant would be less fit, as it wastes
resources by producing unnecessary penicillinase.
Another example of acquired antibiotic resistance is the transfer of pieces of genetic material
(called plasmids) between bacteria, even between those of different species. But this is still
using pre-existing information, and doesn’t explain its origin.
More information on antibiotic resistance can be found in the article Superbugs Not Super after
All.6
Lacewing species
Another example of ‘evolution’ is given on page 17, where Teaching about Evolution states:
The North American lacewing species Chrysoperla carnea and Chrysoperla downesi separated
from a common ancestor species recently in evolutionary time and are very similar. But they are
different in color, reflecting their different habitats, and they breed at different times of year.
This statement is basically correct, but an evolutionary interpretation of this statement is not the
only one possible. A creationist interpretation is that an original Chrysoperla kind was created
with genes for a wide variety of colors and mating behavior. This has given rise to more
specialized descendants. The specialization means that each has lost the information for certain
colors and behaviors. The formation of new species (speciation) without information gain is no
problem for creationists.7 Adaptation/variation within Chrysoperla, which involves no addition
of complex new genetic information, says nothing about the origin of lacewings themselves,
which is what evolution is supposed to explain.
Darwin’s finches
On page 19, Teaching about Evolution claims:
A particularly interesting example of contemporary evolution involves the 13 species of finches
studied by Darwin on the Galápagos Islands, now known as Darwin’s finches … . Drought
diminishes supplies of easily cracked nuts but permits the survival of plants that produce larger,
tougher nuts. Drought thus favors birds with strong, wide beaks that can break these tougher
seeds, producing populations of birds with these traits. [Peter and Rosemary Grant of Princeton
University] have estimated that if droughts occur about every 10 years on the islands, then a
new species of finch might arise in only about 200 years.
However, again, an original population of finches had a wide variety of beak sizes. When a
drought occurs, the birds with insufficiently strong and wide beaks can’t crack the nuts, so they
are eliminated, along with their genetic information. Again, no new information has arisen, so
this does not support molecules-to-man evolution.

Also, the rapid speciation (200 years) is good evidence for the biblical creation model. Critics
doubt that all of today’s species could have fitted on the ark. However, the ark would have
needed only about 8,000 kinds of land vertebrate animals, which would be sufficient to produce
the wide variety of species we have today.8 Darwin’s finches show that it need not take very
long for new species to arise.9
Breeding versus evolution
On pages 37–38, Teaching about Evolution compares the artificial breeding of pigeons and
dogs with evolution. However, all the breeders do is select from the information already
present. For example, Chihuahuas were bred by selecting the smallest dogs to breed from over
many generations. But this process eliminates the genes for large size.
The opposite process would have bred Great Danes from the same ancestral dog population, by
eliminating the genes for small size. So the breeding has sorted out the information mixture into
separate lines. All the breeds have less information than the original dog/wolf kind.
Many breeds are also the victims of hereditary conditions due to mutations, for example the
‘squashed’ snout of the bulldog and pug. But their loss of genetic information and their
inherited defects mean that purebred dogs are less ‘fit’ in the wild than mongrels, and
veterinarians can confirm that purebreds suffer from more diseases.
Actually, breeds of dogs are interfertile, even Great Danes and Chihuahuas, so they are still the
same species. Not that speciation is a problem for creationists—see the section on lacewings
above. But if Great Danes and Chihuahuas were only known from the fossil record, they would
probably have been classified as different species or even different genera. Indeed, without
human intervention, Great Danes and Chihuahuas could probably not breed together
(hybridize), so they could be considered different species in the wild. Creationists regard the
breeds of dogs as showing that God programmed much variability into the original dog/wolf
created kind.
Darwin versus a faulty creation model
On pages 35–36, Teaching about Evolution discusses some of Darwin’s observations. For
example, living and fossil armadillos are found only in South America. Also, animals on the
Galápagos Islands are similar to those in Ecuador, while creatures on islands off Africa’s coast
are related to those in Africa. The book then states:
Darwin could not see how these observations could be explained by the prevailing view of his
time: that each species had been independently created, with the species that were best suited to
each location being created at each particular site.
Actually, this is setting up a straw man, as this is not what biblical creationists believe, because
it completely ignores the global flood as stated in Genesis chapters 6–9. The flood wiped out all
land vertebrates outside the ark and would have totally re-arranged the earth’s surface. So,
there’s no way that anything was created in its present location.

Also, all modern land vertebrates would be descended
from those which disembarked from the ark in the
mountains of Ararat—over generations, they migrated to
their present locations. It should therefore be no surprise to
biblical creationists that animals on islands off Africa’s
coast should be similar to those in Africa—they migrated to the islands via Africa.
Darwin’s observations were thus easily explainable by the biblical creation/flood model.
However, by Darwin’s time, most of his opponents did not believe the biblical creation model,
but had ‘re-interpreted’ it to fit into the old-earth beliefs of the day.
A prevalent belief was a series of global floods followed by re-creations, rather than a single
flood followed by migration. Darwin found observations which didn’t fit this non-biblical
model. This then allowed him to discredit creation and the Bible itself, although it wasn’t
actually the true biblical belief he had disproved!
An interesting experiment by Darwin, cited by Teaching about Evolution on page 38, also
supports the creation-flood model.
By floating snails on salt water for prolonged periods, Darwin convinced himself that, on rare
occasions, snails might have ‘floated in chunks of drifted timber across moderately wide arms
of the sea.’ … Prior to Darwin, the existence of land snails and bats, but not typical terrestrial
mammals, on the oceanic islands was simply noted and catalogued as a fact. It is unlikely that
anyone would have thought to test the snails for their ability to survive for prolonged periods in
salt water. Even if they had, such an experiment would have had little impact.
Thus, Darwin helped answer a problem raised by skeptics of the Bible and its account of the
flood and ark: ‘How did the animals get to faraway places?’ This also showed that some
invertebrates could have survived the flood outside the ark,10 possibly on rafts of pumice or
tangled vegetation, or on driftwood as Darwin suggested. Other experiments by Darwin showed
that garden seeds could still sprout after 42 days’ immersion in salt water, so they could have
traveled 1,400 miles (2,240 km) on a typical ocean current.11 This shows how plants could have
survived without being on the ark—again by floating on driftwood, pumice, or vegetation rafts
even if they were often soaked. Therefore, the creation-flood-migration model could also have
led to such experiments, despite what Teaching about Evolution implies.12

